


Now hear dis, da Coca-Cola Company of Great 
Britain and Irland be hangin’ wit da hip-hop 

crew... Oh, lets not go there. Some tie-wearing putz
in the bowels of the beverage colossus apparently
had this idea of linking citrussy goo sprite with street
culture, and so was born the mutant offspring that
was the Sprite Urban Games. And out of this sprang
a tie-up between the sticky drink and slightly famous 
UK graffiti artist Temper. Oh, who cares? You groan.
Because this partnership has produced some not-at-
all-bad packaging for special edition cans and bottles
that are set to bring street art to da supermarket from
May. ‘For so long,’ bemoans Temper, ‘street art has not
really been recognised as a credible art form...’ Er..
where have you been? Didn’t you see Basquiat?

Think about your mobile phone.  How much
did you pay for it? (Or, if it was ‘free’, how

much are your call charges weighted to cover its
cost?) How many of its advanced features have
you ever used since that first heady day when
you played the Bricks game and discovered that
voice dialling always calls your mate Brian,
regardless of which name you speak? How likely
is it to get lost, broken or nicked? And how likely is
your mate Brian to have a smaller, lighter and
trendier phone to boast about when you next
accidentally call him?

With all these question marks hanging over 
he conventional mobile phone, Future Creative’s
lateral thinkers have come up with an alternative:
the disposable cellphone.  Yes, it’s made of
something suspiciously similar to an egg box
and some sticky-backed plastic.  No, there are
no pipe cleaners or old washing-up liquid bottles
involved.  Yes, they are serious, although the 
product is just a concept at the moment.  And
no, it’s not silly: at least one US company,
approaching the same idea from the technical,
rather than the   aesthetic end, has seriously
proposed a similar device.

As a new ambient advertising medium, it
could turn out to be as cheap to    the end user as
a chocolate bar - and even better at helping you
work, rest and play.
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Sprite graffiti packs
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Temper for The Coca-Cola Company, adapted
by Dry Design, on sale May-August in 330ml can
and 500ml bottle
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